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Digital Sequencing Panel
This panel is basically a step inserter that switches ON/OFF up to 11 units (chillers or heat pumps operating in the same 
cooling/heating mode) depending on the selected set point; the units are connected with the panel through standard cables 
and no serial card is requested. 

Serial Sequencing Panel
Basically this panel sequences a chiller plant by switching on/off the units (up to 7 chillers) taking into account their running 
hours and the requested plant load, in order to optimise the number of working units for each condition; serial cards and 
shielded cables are requested to connect the panel with the units and, if installed, a BMS.         

Standard accessories (supplied on basic unit)
Wye-Delta Compressor starter (Y-Δ) - For low inrush current and reduced starting torque.
Double set-point - Dual leaving water temperature set-points.
Phase monitor - The phase monitor controls that phases sequence is correct and controls phase loss.
Evaporator Victaulic Kit - Hydraulic joint with gasket for an easy and quick water connection.
Evaporator Water side design pressure 10 bar
Condenser Water side design pressure 16 bar
Electronic Expansion Valve
High Pressure Side Manometers
Hour Run meter - Digital compressors hour run meter
General fault contactor - Alarm relay.
Set-point reset, demand limit and alarm from external device - The leaving water temperature set-point can be overwritten 
with the following options: 4-20mA from external source (by user); outside ambient temperature; evaporator water temperature Δt. 
Moreover the device allow the user to limit the load of the unit by 4-20mA signal or by network system and the microprocessor is 
able to receive an alarm signal from an external device (pump etc… - user can decide if this alarm signal will stop the unit or not).
Double pressure relief valve with diverter (standard on high pressure side, available as option on low pressure side)

Options (on request)
Partial heat recovery - enabled through a shell & tube exchanger sited between the compressor and the condenser, completely 
dedicated to the heat recovery. These allow hot water to be produced up to a maximum temperature of 58°C.
Soft start - Electronic starting device to reduce the mechanical stress during compressor start-up
Brine version - Allows the unit to operate down to -8°C leaving liquid temperature (antifreeze required).
Compressor thermal overload relays - Safety devices against compressor motor overloading in addition to the normal 
protection envisaged by the electrical windings.
Under/Over Voltage - This device control the voltage value of power supply and stop the chiller if the value exceeds the 
allowed operating limits.
Energy Meter - This device allows to measure the energy absorbed by the chiller during its life. It is installed inside the 
control box mounted on a DIN rail and show on a digital display: Line-to-Line Voltage, Phase and Average Current, Active and 
Reactive Power, Active Energy, Frequency
Condenser power factor correction - Installed on the electrical control panel to ensure it conforms to the plant rules. (Daikin 
advices maximum 0.9).
Current limit / display - this option allows monitoring the chiller absorbed current with possibility to set a limit value. This 
option excludes the Demand Limit.
Compressors circuit breakers
20mm Evaporator/ Condenser Insulation 
Condenser Victaulic Kit 




